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**government reform of higher education**

While state funding for public higher education declined 20 percent per full-time student between 2001 and 2020, tuition and fees at four-year institutions rose an average of 59 percent, according to

**report: higher-education costs shifting more to students as government support erodes**

The erosion of government support for higher education over the past 20 years has made obtaining a four-year degree increasingly inaccessible to low-income students in Massachusetts, particularly

**report: government choices shifting college costs to students**

While Napolitano and Bush represent different political parties, they agreed on and emphasized the essential role public universities, like Charlotte, play in providing opportunities for students and

**perspective | four takeaways on the future of higher education**

Senate Bill 135 would let students returning to college apply for $2,000 grants and create a process for free speech complaints on campuses.
from $2,000 grants to free speech: big ohio higher education bill set for vote wednesday
Robert Henneke, a lawyer for the plaintiff at the conservative at Texas Public Policy Foundation, said, "This is a seismic occurrence for higher education in Texas argued the federal Illegal

Tennessee university can't charge out-of-state residents more than migrants - judge
The Cambodian government in 2003 established a legal mechanism called the Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC) under Royal Decree NS/RKT/0303/129 on the "Accreditation of Higher Education".

Accreditation Committee of Cambodia strengthening higher education quality
There is no commitment to help and support preschool children with SEND, and no clear plan to end the postcode lottery in provision or put an end to the constant battles parents face

Voices: the government’s review fails children with special educational needs -

And their parents
Nicaragua's Parliament, dominated by President Daniel Ortega, on Thursday approved reforms that educators warn will weaken the autonomy of universities amid new rules that strengthen the government's

Nicaragua approves education reform seen as move to destroy university autonomy
By Bhagirathi Panda These days in academics, government and the larger society, the National Education Policy 2020(NEP 2020) is being regularly discussed and analysed. One of the important objectives

Nep 2020 and globalisation of Indian higher education: some reflections
Because I am unDACAmented, I don’t have a reliable income. The only way I have been able to attend UC Berkeley is through financial aid, grants, scholarships and paid opportunities.

The future of undocumented student programs in limbo
Record amounts of annual funding have been set aside for schools and universities in the federal budget. The 2022/23 budget outlined $25.36 billion for schools in the upcoming financial year, while

**Record spend for higher education, schools**

President Joe Biden finally released his budget request for fiscal year 2023 on Monday, almost two months late. Unsurprisingly, the Biden budget is bloated with excessive spending, harmful taxes, more

**5 big problems with biden’s big-government budget**

The school system is based on a 20th century framework that is no longer relevant in an increasingly digital world. Now, after school closures and the disruption caused by the pandemic, is the time

**England’s planned school reform is just more of the same - innovation expert proposes radical alternative**

Immigrants can put their residency status at risk by receiving government benefits. Could the president change this without changing the law?